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A Future in Banking

Julie Coggins earned her Austin College degree as a summa cum laude graduate in 2014, with a major in international business and finance and a minor in French. The Phi Beta Kappa graduate had many opportunities to learn and gain career experience while at Austin College. For instance, she completed an internship with an international consulting firm during a study abroad semester in Brussels, Belgium. “That was a great experience as it allowed me to work in a global atmosphere, with coworkers from all over the world,” she said.

For her 2012 January Term, she interned with the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank, where she learned about bank examination. Wanting to gain more exposure to the field, she applied for a 2012 summer internship in Washington, D.C., with the FDIC, where she worked in the budget area of the Division of Finance. During summer 2013, she interned with the FDIC in the Oklahoma City Field Office, traveling throughout Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle examining banks.

Those internships allowed her to develop an interest that led to a career. She now works as an FDIC bank examiner in the Houston Field Office.

“Austin College encourages students to challenge themselves, becoming well-rounded graduates,” she said. “As an Austin College student, I strengthened my analytical and critical thinking skills, which are valuable assets in my career.”
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